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:A CAUSAL MODEL OF.FACULTY RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY

ABSTRACT

)

A causal inode l of faculty 'research Koductivity was

developed through an survey- of the literature. Models of

Apto
,Aorganizational behavior, organizational effectivenes10, and

motivation were. synthesized in to a causal model of, productivity.

Determinants of research productivity were placed in the model

based on empirical studies.- Two general, types of variables.were

assumed to affect individual research productivity:

institutional variables and indiVidual variables.'" The model
Si

are expectedindicates the pathways through whict these variables

to produce: variations in the dependent variables.

OR,
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A CAUSAL MODEL, OF FACULTY RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY

Introduction

The mobility of the ptofessoria'..e is-expected to decline in

the decade of the 1980's for three main reasons: decreased.

enrollments; decreased income from tuition, state and federal

sources; and increased relocation costs - - especially due to high

mortgage rates. Accompanying decreased enrollMenes and decreased

income, the number of new_facultS, positioni ±s expected to be ,

small, and faculty mobility, although still possible, is likely
. .

to be at a low-rate Bowen, 1980). One challenge for higher

education generall is to maintain vitality in the professoriate

while the amount of new blood" coming into the system declines

(Reskin, 1979). Attempts to .meet this challenge arecoming from

faculty development programs (Gaff, 1975; Centra, 1976). Faculty
°

development is ameans tbthe end offaculty productivity, and'';

-,the better faculty productivity is'understood, the mote likely

faculty development programs are to be effective.

It is on the issue bf'faculty productivity that this paper

focuses. The paper is limited to an-examination of research

productivity beca/use other types of faculty productivity (e.g.,

teaching and Service) are rirobably influenced by factors other

than those which affect research Productivity. It is the purpose

of this paper/to.develop a causal model of faculty research,

productiyityl. The model orders and identifies the determinants

thought to /explain differing level's of individual research
,

productivaty.
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Three important goals for higher edification ere teaching,
N

research-and .service. Organizational effectiveness is the extent

to which the organization is successfUl in achieving. -its stated

goals. To the extent that the organization is effective, it is

directly or-indirectly through human performance. One element of
...

performance.ii pr4uctivity, and in higher education, one type of .

:produCtivity is research 'Productivity. Thus, an incrasein

research productivity should be directly related to increased

organizational effectiveness. Because productivity, is an

efficiency criterian, indicating the cost of a unit of output, it

-might be better. to' speak of. research performance. Thee tradition
. i

.

of research the fiefd",has been to use the term "research

productivity," and that is thg term that will be used in this
:
1

_
..-

paper. ,
, .

Research productivity, for the purpose of this paper,Jis

de*fin4d as tangibleevidence of.research or scholarly .

activities. ReSdarch is viewed as the pocess.by which new

facts, relationships and understandings of the human and natural

world are discovereaidentified, explained, or derived. Although

a-generic definitipP-1-may be satisfactory, operational definition

are'difficult for three primary reasons.. The first reason is

that different disciplines produLe different types of research

output (e.g., books;vs. articles) at different rates.(Creswell

and Bean, 1980): 'Second, because there are multiple kinds of

products, tcget an overall sense of a_faculty membeis research

productivity,, articles must be agde(ktd books sand monographs to

get a sum of publications., Hp* each should be weighted,

especially if books,are considered as teaching materials (texts)

arlddnot as original research, is-not apparent. Finally, quality .
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of research is not included in.quantitative measures. Some

.

qualifycontrol for ualify-den-be a-8-81101ed -to-tome ,from- -citation -counts-

but such ind.icies,ard not available for all disciplines. It is

. suggested, therefore, -that in an estimation of research

prodUctivitv, multiple indidators of productivity be used

(Blackbutr -Behymer and Hall, 1978).-Purtheimore, these should be
..11

used-A'singly and then combined according to the importance

assigned,normative y to each by the faculty members representing

the different discipiin (e.g., counting a book as 5 and an

article as 1 as done by Bl (1973)). Also,. only single fields

. _

a_should be studied initi.lay.isdh as English or chemistry.
, -

Finally, if citation counts areo,available, these may be combined

multiplicatively to get a measuee not only of quantity but also.

importance to the field (quality)

Causal Models

The t i,term "causal model" is not intende ,to imply a high

.degee of theoretical sophistication. The odel developed here

represents a plausable althought tentative sypthesis of other

models, theoyies, and empirical studies of those factors which

are expected to produce variations in indivird41 research

productivity. As Glaser and Strauss argue in llalock (1969),

theory must be,grounded in empirical data. Thds, empirical

estimations of this model, and subsequent revision,

reconceptualizatioh, and re-estimation is a natural part of.the

,model developMent process. r,



The notion of causality is not always popularin ,

- .

science research, especially for those who assume ,that if you

cant't prove a one-to-one relationship between variables,

4

causality should be stricken from our vocabulary. There is a

restrictive set of conditions under which one can conclude that a

%causal relationship exists. hrsti X and Ysmust 6e shown to.

covary. Second; X must be shown to occur before Y (temporal

assymetry). Finally, it must be demonstrated that no other

causal factor exists in the syste.m,.e.g., no Z causes both X and

Y (spuriotisness) ($ellitz, et. al., 1959). The first two
-

conditions can often be met, but the third. probably cannot be ,met

in the social sciences. One proceeds with the best theoretical

and empirical information available with full knowledge that one

can only estimate the model on an "as if" basis--as ifs.,

confounding variables which,produce spurious relationships' did

not exist (Asher, 1976).-

.0

Despite these limitations, there appear to be three reasons

why causal models are valuable.. First,.bad models can be

eliminated by empirical study. If X can be shown not to have a

causal influence on Y, our knowledge of the situation is

improved. Second, there is'a heuristic value in causal modeling

(Asher, 1976). 'This value lies in separating correlates from

determinants (discussed below), requiring a cieai statement of

the relationships among the variables, (exogenout, endogenous, and

dependent), and generating additional- insights into the matter at

hand. Third,
4
practical applications of research findings make

implicitly causal assumptions about the relationships among

variables. .For example, ifan institution provides additional

research resources, they do this implicitly because they think
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that these resources wil) have, /a.positive inflUenceon research

.
1- .

productivity. Hence, research which provides improved insights
: ,,,

into causal relationshlps should be of greater practical value

than research which does not. This is ,not -to say that causal
e

modeling ib'the'only way, or in extremely complex or little

studied situations, even the best way of improving\our'

understanding of these relationships. It is believed, however,
v'

that in certain'cfrabMstances it can be a valuable asset for

. ,
..

reaching such understandings, especially when a model is

estimated and revised.

The development of a causal model,of research productivity

is difficult for a'variety of reasons. In past studies,

correlates have been mixed with determinants, operational
/.

definitions of research prodUctivity have varied-widely, the

independent variablesiSed have,not been inclusive, the

populations sampled have varied widely, and results ( t

surprisingly) have generally been inconclusive. bleu 1973,

using orgariilational characteristics to predict productivity with

institutions as the unit of analysis, and \Ba ackburn, BehrMer and

Hall /1978), using individuals as the unit of analysis, have been

most successful inidentifYing the correlates of faculty

productivity. 'Beside6 the use of ,mentors, there has been).ittle

use.of theory in the empirical studies, and mentorship has
I'

produced Mixed results.-

There are also general problems associated with developing

causal models. The basic dilemma is to develop a model complex

enough to represent the real world but not so complex as to be

impossible to estimate._ Blalock writes:'

8
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The need for. ftdd-Ctive.theories,!when combined With
4 .the testable theories that are sufficiently

complex to give- really new insights, poses a major
.---- dilemma for the theory builder-. In order to develop

.deductive theories, offe-mds.t ordinarily begin With
very simple models that are totally, inadequate*to

'mdrrbr the real-world. By adding new variables and
complications a few at a time, one can then construct
More realistic theories by what amounts,to.an *

, inductive process . . The,methodological task is
to Suggest procedures for constructing reasonably
simple deductivq-theories that also allow for
relatively large numbers of variabres. (1969, pp.
3-4)

4'. One must attempt to reach a happy medium between the very

.

,/kabtract and general models and those so complex and filled with

variables as to be intractablp:

The Model
(

The causal=model fbr faculty research productivity- is

presented in Table 1. Definitions of the variable's follow the

'propositions presented ,below. The most obvious aharacteristic of
,

4.,
the model is that it has two.clisses of variables. The first

;4,
level of influence comes from the organizational variables.

These variables act through a set of individual variabljes'in

influencing individual.productivity$ which is the dependent

variable. In addition, several individual char teristicsare

,expected to have.a direct influence on individual research

productivity, and three variables are expected 'to have

multiplicative .(e.g., interactive) effects on the dependent

variable.
s
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The two,- levels of the model represent not temporal but

influential a'ssymetry. That is, the organizational variables are

:thOught to ilkfluefice the levels bf individual variables rather
.

than vice versa. Influence assymetty- ie viewed as the way in

which 'organizational policies and characteristics, influence the

individual members. It is posited that the total influence of
. e

institutional.policies and characteristics on an.ingividual at

the operationk"level (e.g., a faculty.membgr) is greater than
x.

t'heiinffuence of a single individual on the total set of .

.
. .

_. .
.

. .

institutional policies and characteristics. It is, of course,

cl, ,-,

ndividual members who make up policies which.result in.such.
. .,

things as offering a Ph.D. degree, or centralization. Once
o

the
i

.

itpolicy, practice, or characteristic is in place, howei7er,
N

.constitutes an existing. condition of potential consequence to

individual behavior. Thug, offering a Ph.D. degree probably
'T

attracts an -keeps faculty members. interested in research, and
. . ,

thus affects the level of the research gbals;for individual

members of that organization. .An lndividual, however, can have

no personal goals for research-without affepting the fact that

the organization offers the degree. An individual can leave an
O

organizationmithout affecting its policies, but if a policy-is

'terminated, it is,of potential consequence to all members of the

Orgahrzation. Thus, it is assumed that the influence of the

organization variables,en t4individual variables is

asymmetrical rather than reciprocal. The relationship, between the 4,

individual variables can be unequivccably prioy to individual

researchproducLivity when measures of the individual variables

precede (temporal assymetry) the measurement of the depenl*
, .

.
. ,

variable'. . . ,.

10

.1.
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-The modelsindicates that orijanizationalfactors affect
.

.
. . 2 I

. . .

individual behavior which result in a faculty member being more
.

)

..-

.or less productive in
.

the area of research. A heirarchical
% A

. # ZstuCture developed by. Payne and Pugh (in Payne and Abtin,.1976)

was initially included so.tbatsorga nizational characteristics

7 . . .
.

would influence deparmental characteristics, then work group

char cteristics, then individual factors which would eventually

in luence the levels of individual researdh productivity. The

del became hopelessly filled.with reciprocal(relationships. It
. -

, .\
.

was then reduced to include only organizational and indiClidual-,,

factors expected to rhfluence the criterion. These relationships

are discussed in the propositions beloii.k

The Propositions

' Causal models-should contain determin is of a dependent

.

variable, and not correlates. Determinants'a analytical
t

-variables which are belieVed to proddce variation- ina dependent

variable. (The discussion in this paragrpphfolloW Price,

1977.)" Correlates vary with .a dependent variable but d not

indicate the means by whY-they-pro

example, At A research .university

articles

why this

) oads, in

.

uce these variations. \\For
, ...------

en day produce more rese'a ch
.

. .

_....:-----.
.......

than women.
.

Gender, hOwever, is not an explanation of
1 .0

.., *.* ,
...

occurs. Whbn one'f'n&that-women have he teaching
.. .

i
l'* A

undergraduate .c sese and that the vast majbOty of
. .

furl. pr lessors are men, i
,

herCsome of thereasonswhy men Produce
- N./ -

. .
- .

more research articles_than women, become apparent. Correlatet do_ -----
.

.

,
.. . .

not provide explanation, although they. may. increaselprediction.
. . .. .

. . ,

4 ... J.%.
. . .

* ' .rt is primarily exienation-anq not-predlotioh whicliis the
.

. _ .
,

--...
- . .

11 '1..

C



purpose o f causal models.
$

The statements used to form a causal model are
.

propositions. 'Propositions contain a determinant andthe ..;.
(.. ., .

.
.

. ,

dependent vatiable, and indicate the direction (Positive or
.

'.
: e

,'hegatiNierof the presUrned.effect. Foir example,insUcCessively

9

highe5.leyq.s.ot research emphasis Will likely produce.
. .

. %,
..

c -
.

sucessively highe'r levels of individual research p'roductivity."
. . .

These .ropoSitions are probalistic rather than cleterinidistiic
. .

. ..
e . .

,

(e.g.,',"likely"). The effects ok the determinants are -assumed to
..,..,

4
c

.

'be ad4itive and rineare except where noted. In the discussions
. .

Of.each-ptioR'sition, the rationale?foihe effect, of the

.

'deerminant
...

is supposed to.aftect,productivity. It is a
. -.

,',

. customary assumption that each propOsitibn is qualified bykthe
, , ' .

. r
.: .

phrases "other things being equal"- IPrice, 19721-,--Thdition
.

; .---
. ,is assumed bdt not stated for the -oppos------ itions presented here.

s
1

'''''

1% InstAi tutions,which have Successively higher levels bf
... e ..-

J .
6, :. i''''' .

research emphdlis are likely to have successively pighef levels',
.

h7T
.

".

(14,,,Prldivrdual research productivity. Rftseargh-emphpis is
.

,

defined .as the use of research criteria' in promotion and tent%re.
t ?

. . (1,,

Research emphasis wa(scfound tohbe' an important predictor .of 4

.. .. .

. . "IP

institutional productivity 0-.)ifAu (1973) ahiSulton and
. 0 , -

.,.- . / ,
Trow (1974i. This 'factor could be expebted to.a4.?edt.:__,

\ ,

researchers to an AnSt itution, and elimifiate facu'ty members whoA
/ .

fail.0 to produ/ce research, increasing the likelihood ,that those

I

who remain'are productive researchers. The. factor is expected to
, .

'work primarily through. increasing anaindividual's research

..- ..goals..
s .

". t.-
1 2

,
4
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reputa.n.

individu

Institutions which have successively highetlevel# o

n are likelv'td.have sudcessively higher levels of

10

1 research productivity. Again, chief support for this
'1

proposit on comes from Blau (1973), with further support from

Ilackburnet. al. (1978), and Long". (.1978) . Blau found that the
, .

higher the number of received college:choices by semifinalists

and'recipients'of lettets of comMendatiOn from the National t4eiit

program 3vided by the number,,of freshmen admitted,

1

the'higher, the leve research productivity for the
;

_institution% It is assuked that much- of an institutions

is becadse of the past research productivity of'the
0-

TO the extent that past behavior influences future

institutio with high reputations should have

reptqtiOn

faculty.'

behavidr,,

igividbl faculty member's who continue to be productive.

'The'llat,iable may also work to attract indi'duals with high

leVelS of research goals. By draw ing large numbers-of,Jpeople

,with research ,interests together',' the variable might- also

;

expecXed to influence the number of research colleagues one had.

. 3. Institutions which offer successfully higher degrees

will likely have successfully higher levels of'individual

research-
.

productivity. This proposition-is based on the common
A

findidg that dniversities Ph..a. granting inst, itutions)

,consistently have higher levels,of 're'search output 'than other

types of instit*ions (see Table_A). It maybe deduced, then,
t -i-,

that an individual faculty member wIll be more likely to be a
4 ,

S

'productive researcher at this type of institution. It 19,

,
eexpected,that this variable acts through-three.intervening

variables. First,,,Ph.D. granting institutions are more likely
.
to attract and keep facultymeMbers with

.13'

p
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11

....

high levels of research goals than'other institutions. Second',

due to the research interests of the faculty attracted and kept

in Ph.D. granting institutions, individuaLfact4,ty members are
A

more likely, to have research colleagues (as opposed to simply

colleagues). Finally, degree level is expected to influence

individual research productivity' by reducing undergraduate
1 ;

teaching loads. This reduction occurs because graduate students

teach some undergraduate courses, because graduate courses. are

ta ught im place of undergraduate courses, and because there are

generally lighter teaching lOiZs in research universities than in

other four- or two-year colleges.

4. Successively larger institutions tb have

individuals with succesively-higher levels of research

productivity. Size is defined as the number of full and part

time faculty employed at the institution. Although Blau (1973)

I 2,

A

L.

found size correlated. fairly highly with average faculty. research" ..--..:
)

1

productivity (.57), size was not a significant .predictor of

1
prodUctiviky when controlling for such things as institutional

1

type and research emphasis. Price (1968) cited studies which

indic ted that size reduced effectiveness in professional.
. .

.

i
. .

,_4.. . ..

4organizations with the exception of large'public universities.

Although size is not expected to have direct effects on
. .

individual research productivity, size w ould be 'expected to have'

a direct positive effect onthe number of research colleagues one

has at an intitution. Also size would be expected Eo influence

the research resources available to the researcher. This is both

,because there,are likely to be more books and periodicals in the

libraries of large institutions, and also because other members

oCa research.group could be expected to hav'e research materials

1 :
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f/./'

and iechniques which the individual. uld'&e in re)earch.

4

5, Institutions with s cc ssively higher levels of
$

affluence will likely have individual faculty members with

successivelyhigher levels of research,productivity. Afflu hce,
/

is defined as thetotal institutional budget divided by t e total;
/
/

. .

headcount:oethe students,enrolled. Again, Blau (1973 )/ did not

find affluence significantly affected average facillt research

,gproductivity while controlling for other factors, despite the
.

.

high:zerb-order correlation: It'is expedte\d thit affluence. would
. ,

, .

Piave two indirect ,effects on individual research crbductiVity.
. /-,----

. .

- .

The first would e through research resources, where the more
, - .

.

---------- .

affluent the Institution, the more resources Could be allocated

to research functions. This should in turn incieasethe level of,-
-,..

.

individual research productivity. Second, affluende would Ice

'expected to increase the perception that rewards ar distributed

equitably in the institution. To the extent that equity of _ .

. .

rewards
-,

s-
,

motivates individuals, to pro individualsndividualilave been

foUnd to have a greater tolerance for over-reward then under-
_

reward (Adams, 1963). Hence, affluence would be expected to

reduce feelings of inequity.
I

6. Institutions which have sucessively higher levels of

centralization would likely have successively lower levels of

individual research productivity. Centralization is defined as

the degree to ca fbh decision making is concentrated-in a social
$A

system (Price, 197Y). Where there is.a high degree ofi

centralization in an organization," most individuals have less,
. . 0

power to direct their' activities. Perceived loss of power to
1 ,

.----
.

direct one's activities constitutes a state of alienation. The

. /

15
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more centralized the organization,.tbe more likely its dembers

are tote alienated. Although centralization is viewed as

increasing effectiveness for most organizations, its effect is

opposite in)profedsional organizations (Price,'1.968). It- is

believed. that the loss of control over one's activities reduces
ti -

the probability that an individual researcher will be
0.

productive. -Centralization is seen to reduce productivity by

increasing alienation. C entralization may also be expected to

reduce the /Perceived equity of rewards:. This would likely occur

because "collegial decision making" is inversely proportional to

administrative decision making. It is assumed that faculty

'"

1.

0
members would feel more equity if peers instead of administrators

Made decisioris aboutsuchthings'as faculty evalUations which

result in proMoiion,-salary increases, and tenure. Blau (1973)

reported_ that admOistrative decision Making was 'negatively

related to research productivity.

7. Institutions with ahiqh degree of autonomy_are more

' likely to have higher levels of individual research productivity
.

than 'institutions with'a low degree of autonomy. Autonomy is

. defined as the degr'e to which a social sistemlhas freedom to
I

make decisions with respect to its environment (Selznick, 1953).
. .

.

... . . .

In` the case of. academic institUtiobti-a.campus which is
. . . / ,

relatively free from board,, system, bi legislative control would
-.-

be considered as autonomous. Support for, this proposition in
.

. ,

higher education comes from Clark,(1460).. 'Control in this
.

. .

instance relates to decisions about budgetary priocities and the
. .

,.
. . ,

recruitment, selection and promotion of
.
faculty. Autonomy is y -

expected to operate throuih two intervening variables in

influencing individUal research pro uctivi_ty. First, in ah
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<".
.

autonomous organlization faculty are less Vkely to feel alienated

than in an organizatioli lacking autonomy. The potential for

influencingdecisions is low where policies are set outside of

the institution... Second, .it is suspected that, the legitiMacy of

research is highest at institutions which have the highest degree

of.autonomy. This'situation is expected partly because research
.:

benefits tend to be unpredictable and/or long term, and thus are.

of less use, than; for instance, student credit hour prodiiction,

in a politically charged environment, which demands accountability

for the. use of resources:

. N-
N. .-_,

, . .

8. Successively higher levels of research goals are-likely

to lead to successively higher levels,of research productivity.

Research goals are defined a the perceived desirability of

engaging in research. This variable differs from intent to do

research which; according to other studies of'niehtions (Njzen

and Fishbein, 1980) would probably increase the predictive power

A of the model, but would not 'explain why' people intended to engage

in resea4ch. Blackburn, et: al, (1978) found that g "preference

for .research" was one V- the three .best predictors of faculty

research productivity,. It.is assumedthat prefexence' for

research and research goals are similar to one another. The

underlying assumption is that people are more likelyto pursue

goals they set for themselves than other goals..

9. 'Successively higher numbers of research colleagues will
^

likely. lead to sucesgively higher levels of individual research

productivity. Research colleagues, are those people with whom one

collaborates7on research projects or with whorkone discusses

theii research. The variable is similar to the Blackburn, et.

17
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1. .1

, '''
,,

. - .
\

.

-

al, (1978) variable óf "communication with scholarS at other
.

s institutions" which ,correlated highly with research

..proauctivity. The assumption here is.that if...one is able to
. .

.
,.

.
,

communicate 'th scholars "in house" that'th:is would be -even more
,

.

valuable in influencing research. AlsO,'it Is' from research
\

colleagues that mentors for young researchers would be drawn.

IleaeirCh colleagues are assuped:to form the "work group" which
Ai

Aston and Pugh (in Payne and Aston, 1976) have identified as

being highlS? influential on individual behaviors This variable\

may not have important effects beyond certain level wherloa

_

"critical mask is achieved (Gillapt and Prother, 1972). If one,

.v. .

however, has no or only one colleague, the negative effects may
1*

: ..

, be more dramatic: This variable may also depend on a persons

-field of study. In fields where collaboration is common
-

astronomy) the variable may be more important than. in history

where collaboration is less common. Finally, it is researc h

colleagues who may be considered ont of the'most important

factors in creating the work environment for faculty. 'Work.

environments clearly affect productivity levels (Blackburn, et.

al., 1978).

10. Successively h igher levels of undergradute teaching

responsibilities will likely lead to successively lower levels- o

. individual research productivity. Undergraduate teaching

responsibilities are if-unction both of the number of

preparations required of a faculty ember, and the number of
. .

students enrolled in his or here. classes. The negative inflUence

of undergraduate teaching responsibilities on research

productivity is.based on..a hydraulic model of time. If one is

Uevoting more time to undergraduate teaching, they will have less

18



time to spend on research. Tie studieS,by Blackburn, et. al.
.

(1978) and Astin (1978) both Support'this proposition.

1

16 ,

11. Successively higher levels of research.resources will

likelylead to suCcessively higher levels of individual research
.. .

.

productivity., Researc'h iesourcqs are, defined as those resources

which the'indiyidual perceives as being necessary to.carry out

\.
his -or her research program. This proposition is supported. by

Paynes and Pugh (in Pugh and Aston, 1976) fqr Organizations in.

general'and by Allison and Stewart (1974) and Crane%(11965) fo

faculty members. One may also deduce that if faculty members

-need`(or.believe that they need) a piece.of equipment or set of

books in'order to do research, they are -more likely to produce

this research if they have these resources than if they del not.

12. SucceSsively higher levels-of perceived equity Of

rewards 41.11 likely lead-to.successively.hiqher levels of

individual research productivity. Equity is defined as an

individud1S.perceptiOn of the ratio. of their organizational
,

..

.

-inputs to outcomes as compared _with others (Adams, 196.).'In this

.s

,

Instance,.onlr,conditions of.pereeived negati0e-inequities (e.g.
Awc A .

underpayment) would be.considered,as inequitable. When one

perceiyes that their outcomes (e.g., saidty, rank, perquisites)
, .

are too low for their inputs (abilities, education,.effort)

Compared to others, they feel frus.trated, and would be expected

to lower their productivity. Perceptions of inequity affept .

productivity by decreasing one's motivation to work /Szildgyi and -

Wallace, 1980) and in this fashion redUce productivity. This

variable has not previopsly been studied in relation to faculty

research prbductivity..% *

4
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13. Successively higher -levels of alienation will likely

$

lead to successively lower levels oft irkiividual research

productivity. Alienation is viewed as the. loss of control over

one's immediate work area, and increasing One!O'dependence and

submitsivenesd (Argyiis, 1973). Thus a4enationdan be

considered as poweflessness in-one's organizational context. One

study of prodtfctjivify among professionals supports this

:proposition (Meltzer, 1956). It is the nature of research, its

4anpredictability, and the new research problems on-going research

generates that make the autonomy of the researcher Almost

.manditory. With an increase in alienation, and the implicit loss

of power to direct one's work, it is expected that research,

productivity would stiffer.

14. Individuals who perceive a high degree of Iregitimacy in
.

their research are more likely to be productive researchers' than

individuals who perceive a low level of legitimacy `in their

research. Legitimacy is the degree to which behavior is socially

'approved (Lipset, 1960). Illegitimate research is identified

regularly by,'Senator.Proxmire of WiSconsin who gives "Golden

Fleete" awards to research which he deems, illegitimate, It is
,expected that public pressure intimidates some researchers

reducing their productivity. Legitimacy may also influence

research productivity by increasing the level of resources

available for pursuing certain types of research (e.g., research

on cancer). In this case, howeveY, it is actual as opposed to

perceived legitimacy which is influencing research productivity.

15. Successively higher levels 6f expectancies will likely

lead to successively higher levels'of individual research

v,



productivity. 3wo types of expectancies are thought to operate

here.. The first is the expectancy that one's effo (e.g.,

energy expended on research) will'lead to a particular

performance (e.g.,,Writing a publishable article). The second

expectancy is that performance (e.g., writing a publishable
-

article) will lead to some'outcome (e.g., increased salary,
. '

promoEion, etc.), Szilagyi and Wallace (1980) report that

research 'studies consistently repoitsa positive relationship

between these expectancies and productivity. It is assumed that

faculty who perceive that they are able to conduct publishable

research, and who believe that their 'research positively

influences, the level of outcomes from their work, are more likely

to be productive.reearchers than if this were not the case.

16. Successively higher levels of need for personal growth

mill' likely lead to'successiveiyhiciher levels of'individual

research productivity. Personal growth is defined as. the

development of new skills, understandings or knowledge. This

definition is consistent with Maslow's; 4954) defirition of
, 4

self-actualization and Alderfer's (197) definition of'growth.

The need -for growth is part of an individual's motivation

system. It is assumed.0 being a productive researcher would

in part satisfy that need. Thus, the higher the need, the

greater the Probability t at the individual will be a pr,oductive

researcher.
.

17. 'Successively higher levels of publication in graduate

school,will likely lead to successively higher levels of

individual research productivity. Publication in graduate schoOl

-here is considered publishing, either singly or in collaboration
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th others, research articles before completing one's terminal

degree. This is the beginning of what many researchers (Allison

and Stewart, 1974; Long,'Allison and McGinnis, 1979; Clemente,

1973; Blackburn, et. al., 1978) shave identified as a dichotomy

among the faculty between producers or.non-producers. Producers

begin early,'even in graduate school, and continue to produce at

a high level throughout, their careers. ,Non-prodUcers remain

non - productive-- they -'do not improve with agt.

18." Under the condit0Y1 that' an individual'is.initiallv
"

productive, successively longer periods of time as a faculty

member'will lead to successively Sigher levels of research

'productivity. .The ration a for this proposition is similar :to

the last. The underlying basis for this proposition, is that past

behayior is an indicator of.futuie behavior (Bentler and

,Speccart, 1977). ,Thus if an individual is productive initially,

they will continue to be, productive. Productivity does not have a
k

linear relationship with age (Blackburn, et. -al., 1978) but
1

.appears to increase steadily during the first fifteen years of a

_career (e.g., 29 to 45) after which periodthe trend flattens

out'. productive people, however, continue to be

productive--neither tenure nor age'sharply reduces their outp

19. At an'institutionwitha-research emphasis,

successively higher ranks lead to sucessively higher levels of

individual research productivity. Ranks,re considered lecturer,

inst,r4ctor, and assistant, associaee and full professors. This

,. ,

prop; is'supported by studies by Blackburn, et. al. ( 1978),

Fultdiy and Trow (1974), and Astin (1978). It is believed that

rank may affect productivity little at institutions where

y 22
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research is not -an important' criteria for promotion or tenure.
*

20

Thus; the proposition reflects an assumed interaction between 4,
,

institutional type and rank. Rank at,institutionS with a

research emphasis indicates past researchproductivity which can

be expected to &Ice. future levels. of research productivity.

The influence on productivity of rank-. increased due to longevity,

or teaching, or-service would be elimi nated.
u

20.- For individuals with higher levels of research goals,

successively higher levels of individual autonomy are likely to

have'successively higher levels of dividual r" earch

productivity. Individuql autono here is considered the inverse

of alienatiod. Where individ .l autonomy exists, individuals

control, their immeda.te wo area, are independent, and are not

submissive. Individual/autonomy is assumed to ihtluence

individual research productivity only when one's researci! gohls

are high. Thus, alyen the opportunity,:indiviOuals with' High.

levelsof research goals- will pursue those'goals, increasing

their research prOductivity_

Excluded Variables
.

,r-t
*

J. Specifica'tion-error, tha t is, including variables which do
1

not affect the criterion and excluding those that do, is an

on-going problem.in developing
k\causal

models. Several variables
, / .

,
.

.

have received mixed support in empirical studies, and arehot
r
.

t included in the model developed, here.

Ability. There is little doubt that researchers of.high

ability-produce more ,than researchers of little or,no ability.

23
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. .

(They may not produce the most, however, a position reserved for

those who place quantity about quality.) Ability was not ,incldded

in the model for several reasons. First, if drie,.is tqliiing,abcut
-

general ability (e.g., intelligence), one-ould not expect too

wide a variance when drawing a sample from a 'single occupational

group. Second, I.Q. tests may not be apropriate for testing
4

"creative" thinking required in Tuchreseaich. Third, ..general
. , # 4 ,

ability might'nbt reflect research ability,-but.if research
. . .

VP;
'ability (gas indicated

,

by past research) is.taken-as a measure of
. .

ability, .the independent and dependent variables begin to

coincide. It is due t, the difficulties of measurementthat,

ability was excluded.,
.

. -

.Sex. It is apparent that men, iri the aggregate,' p,idduce
of

more research than women. Sexi'howeVer, is` a correlate of

research and not included in, the model. The reasons why mem.

produce More have more to with thepositions men hold-and the

types -of tasks. expected of them,iather than their gender. To'

. quOte B4ackburn,'et: al.:

It s found that women are less interested in
r arch, geherally,graduate from less prestigious

, i itutions," work in less prestigious schools
(especAally in four-year colleges, in contrast to

-research oriented _universities), more often are
untenured, hold lower rank,.teach-undergraduate
courses, and are-more often- found in the humanities
'and less often Pri the natural sciences. In constrast,
exactly the,oPpOSite characteristics most Often.
correlate with high productivity. (197S, p. 138)

Itley'go:on to say thit the reasons for this situation Reem to be

one or more types of discrimination.

rt

4 4.
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Mentors. Several studies, (e.g., Long, 1:978; Long, et..a1:,
-

. . ,

. 1979) have indicated that research mentors influenckan

individual's laten research productivity. The findings are
-

. , inconclus "ve, although they tqnd
1
of be positive.' One rea on for

excluding Mentor influences is that putsiile Of'the scien

there is .11O reliable Way_ to get information :on how_prodUcti
'

mentor was without prohibitive cost. Also; it is assumedthat a.
researchex'Scurrent envtionment.(e.g., inititutional prestige

ti k

-and humbpr of research colleagues) plays a more importaht role in

deterMining research productivity then does mentor 0.koductivity.

. I ,

Field. It has been well demonstrated (see'Table 1) that ,

researchersin.different disciplines publish at different rat,e,s,
,

and alto use different formats to present their findings

(Creswell and. Bean, 4980). Since .combining different fields

raises questions about the validity of the/Criterion variable, it

'is suggeted that initial studies concentrate on single fields.

Thus, the variata-e is held constant, reducing possible

confounding elements (Kerlinger, 1973) as well as simplifying the

ilnterpretation of.the findings.

Career Stage. Individuals undoubtedly change as they-

progress through their careers. For some, a typical career might

be divided into an initial fluriy, of activity as one carves out a

niche in the field. After feeling that one is established, the

person may explore new research or teaching areas or take a foray.

into adminstration or consulting, and on top of this pass through

a midlife crisis. 'Towards the end of one's career, they may

become more reflibtive, writing fewer but more thoughtful pieces.

Researchers interested in productivity should beware of the

2 5 .



confoUnding influence of career (or even. life) 'stage in
.
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,identifying those factors which are though,ttO influence research'
. .

vrodbctivity.,Factors Importane rat ore *Ic/a.reer stage may be of .-

.

M
.f little impo rtance at another:

I ..
.

,

I

Prestige. Two, types of prestige, that of ,the department
I

. ,

J
.4.,. from which the'4ndividual comes, and the department to which the-

;. ,..

I" 4- indiiiidual is currently attached, were,not included
.

as
-0

determinants.It is assumed that theprestige of the department

from which an individual comes is less important than the

. department in which the individual is currently working. .

Dew. mental prestige, it is assumed,, is a function of

institutional prestige and vice versa. Due to this reciprocal
. .

.
relationship, departmental prestige was not included in .the

.. .

model. Another problem with prestige is its measure.. The
Y. .

. obvious measure is tEp level of retearch productivity of the
\....,

department. Individual research productivity and departmental

research prbductivity are inextric ably linked.' For these

reasons, only institutional reputation among st dents. Wag used as

a measure of prestige.

Conclusion

.bv

t .

r o

It is not expected that this paper will solve the many
.

riddles of faculty research prooductivity. It is hoped that it.

may 'have clarified some of the, relationships among the various

factors believed teinfluence the various levels of individual

research,productivity. The problem Of finding a satisfactory. .

" /
measure of research productivity remaint however, and until such

..

A.



an indicator is 'found,, empirical studies may not meet with '

.

widespread acceptance.

0

The mbdq. stands in need of revision based on empirical

studies...Through such research the model 'can unJoubtedly bei,: . -

. improved. In considering the,,difficulty involved in modeling.any.
phenomena,la quotd'from Blalock seems appropriate:

lev

Tests of the theories in these instance will involve
empirical. tests of the derived theorems. Clearly, if
the theorems.prove]false the theory must be modified
or the axibms Of.the theory even abagdoned. ,But if
they are true, one cannot claim that the theory has
been "verified" unless all possible competing
alternat"ives can be rejected. In the.case of causal
theories, it will always bepossible to .state

- alternative explanations by the' .simple device o'f'
introducing additional variables. Where one allows
'for meauremnt.error, a second kind of alterna6ye
explanation. can always involve thepossihility that
resql:ts might have been different had there been no
suchMeqsurement error. Therefore, we shall betin
the-unfortunate situation of having to proceed by
eliminating inadequate theories, rather than ever

-Teallyestablishing any of them. (1969, pp.
11-12).

Thus, is primarily-as-a hueristic device useful in guiding

future research.. that the model developed in this paper is

potentially of value.
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TABLE 1% EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF FACULTY RESEARCH PRODUCTIVIT

AUTHOR (S) DATE .SUBJECTS.

Allison,. 1974
Stewart

Astin

,

Astin

1947,biolo-
gists, math.

DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

VARIABLES
INFLUENCING RESEAR H
:PRODUCTIVITY**

. .

5 yr pub Yrs in hi. ed.,x
all citations initial prod.,

research resources

1969 1547 women -3 or more
PhDs at .108
insts.

1978 1800 women- Published
and 21041 , books Sliand

men PhDs'at- articled'
--at 301 insts.(3 levels)

Field, quality .'0f
pilblications PhD granting inst.

Bla(kburn 1978
-Behymer,
Hall

Fields rank, liven,
undergraduate
teaching(-)

7484 faculty Fac self- Degree-level,pnes-
national rept. total pkge, nesearch goals
sample 4 yr articles and communicationwith
.institutions books other scholars,

early career pdbs.,
>rank, undergrad.-;
teaching(-), field,
research colleagues,
size

Blackburn 1979 74 social Publications Degree.level, re-
Havig- scientists search colleagues, ,

hurst ..... PhD at an early age,
e yrs' _in' hi. ed., x

_

initial prod..,
. centralization

2fe-

Blau 1973 2577 faculty Average pubs. Degree level, repu-
at 115 four- of faculty tation', research.
year insts,. per inst. _emphasis-central-i-

tboOkS=5, zation(-), size, af-
arIttles=1) f)uence
%

Cameron, 1981 .95 Eng, 3 yr pub rate- Degree level
Blackburn psych or soc Grants Tec'd--Degree.reve,1

PhDs at 9 Collaboration-Early collaboiation
midwest insevror.' networ-k-:Meri
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: *BLE 1, CONT1P

VARIABLES
DEPENDENT INFLUENCING RESEARCH

AUTHOR(S), DATE. SUBJECTS VARIABLE PRODUCTIVITY*

29

Clemente 1973 2205.1111Ds in Weighted
sociology books,

articles

Cole,
Cole

Crane

11973 120 physi-
cists

1965 150
poly sci.,
psych

Folger,, 17 20,9845 PhDs
;Atin, in science,
Bayer math,,psych.

Yrs in hi. ed. x
initial res. prod.,
early res. interest

3 or more Xr...sn-hi. ed. x
articles initial prod.

Weighted Field, resources,
publications quality of PhD

..granting inst.,
degree revel

Field, degree level
. quality of PhD ,

granting inst. s

Fulton,
Trow

Allison,
,'McGinnis

Bibliogra-
phic counts,
citations,
peer ratings

1974 60,028 Professipnal
faculty . weitings'for
at 303 past 2,years

Rank, degree level,
field, research:
emphasis

. institutions plus current
projects

1978 181 male, Publications Prestige
biochemists citations %

1979. 239 nale PhD Publications, Pre-PhD publicatSons
biochemists citations Rhp origins, dept. .

size, prestige

____-*_Influence is positic4 unless indicated by (-)..
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ate:

ORGANIZATIONAL
VARIABLES

4 .

Research
.Emphasis

Repbtatioh

,Degrge
Lev61

;Size

INDIVIDUAL
VARIABLES

Research'

Number,of Research +

Colleagues

.

p.Unfiergraduate
Teaching Load'

DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

Affluen0e

Centralization

Institutional .

Autohomy

Research
Resources

Ai

r

Equity of
Rewards

I

Aliefittion

Legitimacy o'f
IP Research

Expectancies

EY:

Indicates' Direction
of Causal Effects

Indicates a Positive
(+) or Negative (=)
Relationship

sr -*Effects of Interactions,:

1Pefscrial

Publications in
Graduate School

Yeats in Higher Ed''
Initial.. LPfoductivity-7

Rank.x Research Emphasis4

Individual Autonomy x
Research Goals

Individual
Research
ProduCtivity

..-

11.10 4111=111 J

Figure I. A Causal Model of Faculty ,Research Productivity
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